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Without Expecting Tomorrow

Originally, the Urasenke homestead was referred to as "Senke

Konnichian" (the Sen house, Konnichian). The story that has

come down to us about the name "Konnichian" (lit., the "this

day" hermitage) is that it derives from the phrase
{fushin hana-hiraku konnichi no haru), or "How

wondrous, the flower coming into bloom on this spring day!"
that Priest Kokei Söchin bestowed upon Sen RikyCi. Another
set of words, {ketai no biku, myönichi

o kisezu), "A negligent monk expects no tomorrow," is known
in connection with the anecdote about Sen Sötan and Priest

Seigan Söi which has to do with when Sötan built his small
one-tatami-plus-daime tea room that still is at our Urasenke
homestead. That room is called "Konnichian" in accord with

the ichigo ichie (in a person's lifetime, each meeting is a sin
gular occurence) ethos contained in those words.
When I was a child, it was my grandparents who told me

whenever they had the chance to that "'Konnichian' means
to take care of this day's affairs this day." Of course, for a child
they probably were explaining it extremely simply. I am
very thankful that when I grew up and began to really face
chanoyu, I came in touch with the anecdote about Sötan

and Seigan and understood the point behind those words
written in those difficult kanji.
The anecdote goes thus: Sötan had Invited Priest Seigan
to the tea room, and since the promised time was way past
and Seigan hadn't come, Sötan went out to keep another ap

pointment, leaving a message to relay, saying, "If the priest
should come, ask him to please come again tomorrow." Seigan

arrived just after Sötan had left, wrote the note, "A negligent
monk expects no tomorrow," and took his leave. When Sötan
returned and saw the note, he quickly delivered a response, "A
chance for a meeting tomorrow is not to be expected."

Could the priest's note indicate self-scorn? Or, could he
have puposely gone late? I gradually understood that a meet

ing is ichigo ichie. Even if there were a next meeting, it would

be different. If the priest had purposely gone late, we today
might consider that he was scoffing Sötan. I am content in

thinking that the priest, however, was whopping him with a
Zen stick, so to speak, for in those days It was necessary, after
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all, to be of a mind to share your day with a person who you
had invited and had welcomed as your guest.
I would like for each one of you to make this anecdote your
mind's Zen stick, reprove yourself for tending to put things
off until later, and always ask yourself If you are honestly fac
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ing the present moment.
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